Brain function relies on the flexible integration of a diverse set of segregated cortical modules, with the structural connectivity of the brain being a fundamentally important factor in shaping the brain"s functional dynamics. Following up on macroscopic studies showing the existence of centrally connected nodes in the mammalian brain, combined with the notion that these putative brain hubs may form a dense interconnected "rich club" collective, we hypothesized that brain connectivity might involve a rich club type of architecture to promote a repertoire of different and flexibly accessible brain functions. With the rich club suggested to play an important role in global brain communication, examining the effects of a rich club organization on the functional repertoire of physical systems in general, and the brain in particular, is of keen interest. Here we elucidate these effects using a spin glass model of neural networks for simulating stable configurations of cortical activity. Using simulations, we show that the presence of a rich club increases the set of attractors and hence the diversity of the functional repertoire over and above the effects produced by scale free type topology alone. Within the networks" overall functional repertoire rich nodes are shown to be important for enabling a high level of dynamic integrations of low-degree nodes to form functional networks. This suggests that the rich club serves as an important backbone for numerous coactivation patterns among peripheral nodes of the network. In addition, applying the spin glass model to empirical anatomical data of the human brain, we show that the positive effects on the functional repertoire attributed to the rich club phenomenon can be observed for the brain as well. We conclude that a rich club organization in network architectures may be crucial for the facilitation and integration of a diverse number of segregated functions.
Introduction
The human brain is composed of a large set of anatomically distinct regions and local clusters indicative of segregated neural information processing. The execution of higher order cognitive functions such as memory, perception, and attention demands the integration of this information via distributed computation. Computationally driven theories of cognition hypothesize that the brain may achieve integration of subsystems by flexibly arranging cortical areas into temporal functional networks in accordance with goal-related requirements (Baars, 2005; Ghosh et al. 2008; Deco et al. 2010 ). The exact nature as well as the size of the set of possible functional network configurations, referred to as the brain"s functional repertoire, has been suggested to relate directly to the structural architecture of the brain Deco et al. 2012; Senden et al. 2012) . Network architectures that involve a scale free topology; meaning that the degree distribution follows a power law function indicating the existence of a small number of high-degree nodes, have been shown to be able to display a particularly diverse number of functional configurations ).
In addition to a heavy tailed degree distribution the human brain has been shown to contain hubs which are not only individually "rich" in connectivity but additionally show a dense level of interconnectivity (Colizza et al. 2006 ; Van den Heuvel & Sporns, 2011) . This collective of highly interconnected hubs has been termed the "rich club" analogously to the organization of social systems in which individuals rich in connections tend to form strongly interconnected clubs, taking a central position in the overall system (McAuley et al. 2007; Zhou & Mondragon, 2004) . Similarly, neural rich clubs have been hypothesized to act as a central high-capacity backbone for global communication ) and integration (Van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2013) in the brain.
In this computational study we hypothesized that the presence of a rich club in an otherwise scale free type architecture further expands the functional repertoire of a system. To test this hypothesis a steady-state attractor model was applied to artificial network architectures as well as human experimental anatomical data to examine the influence of a network"s architecture on its functional diversity. In addition, we studied the shape of the functional repertoire with a special focus on the comparison between scale free architectures that show rich club organization versus scale free architectures without rich club organization.
Overall, our findings suggest that the presence of a central rich club on top of a scale free architecture may lead to an additional gain in the diversity of a network"s functional repertoire, suggesting that a structural rich club in neural systems may further expand the brain"s functional diversity. Interestingly, our findings further indicate that the presence of a rich club enhances the capability of the system to functionally integrate areas of low structural degree.
Methods

Artificial Network Architectures
Six types of network architectures were examined (figure 1): Regular (REG), Random (RAND), Small world (SW), Barabasi-Albert scale free including a rich club formation (SF-RC), Scale free without rich club formation (SF), and Scale free whose rich nodes are secluded from one another (SF-negRC). Each network contained exactly 24 nodes with each node (results of networks of N=30 nodes are presented in the supplemental materials), on average, making four bidirectional, unweighted connections to other nodes, resulting in a total of 96 connections (also referred to as edges) per network. Small networks were chosen due to the high computational demand of the spin glass model (see supplemental information). In what follows, the formation of these networks are described, starting with the REG, RAND and SW class, followed by the three categories of SF networks.
Regular network (REG).
A single regular network was generated by ordering 24 nodes on a circular lattice and subsequently connecting each node to its two nearest neighbors on both sides. Random networks (RAND) . A set of 100 random networks were generated using the algorithm described by Watts and Strogatz (1998) which rewires each connection in a regular network with a prefixed probability p. For random networks the probability of rewiring was set equal to one.
Small world networks (SW).
A set of 100 small world networks were generated using the rewiring algorithm described by Watts and Strogatz (1998) with a probability of rewiring set to 0.25, resulting in a network with a small world topology in which the majority of edges are between neighboring nodes, with a few connections forming short-cut connections between remote parts of the network.
Scale free networks. Scale free networks were generated by applying the Barabasi-Albert algorithm (Barabási & Albert, 1999) on random seed networks. This algorithm employs the principle of preferential attachment in which the probability that a newly added node will form a connection with an existing node is proportional to the degree of the existing node. As a result, the subset of seed nodes will end up as the most densely connected nodes (i.e. hubs) in the generated network. Three types of scale free networks were formed:
Scale free networks without a rich club (SF).
A set of 100 scale free networks containing no rich club (SF) were generated by performing the Barabasi-Albert algorithm (Barabási & Albert, 1999 ) on a seed of intermediate density. The seed set had nine nodes each making four connections leading to the formation of a set of scale free networks in which the starting nodes show a high level of connectivity (i.e. form hubs) but no central rich club.
Scale free networks with a rich club (SF-RC).
A set of 100 scale free networks containing a dense rich club (SF-RC) were generated by performing the Barabasi-Albert algorithm (Barabási & Albert, 1999 ) on a dense seed set of six nodes each making four connections, leading to the formation of a set of scale free networks in which the starting nodes show a high level of connectivity (i.e. form hubs) as well as a dense level of interconnectivity forming a central rich club.
Scale free networks with a negative rich club.
A set of 100 scale free networks and with a negative rich club (SF-negRC) was generated by performing the Barabasi-Albert algorithm (Barabási & Albert, 1999 ) using a sparse seed of twelve nodes with each making four connections, resulting in a set of networks with a topology that showed a scale free degree distribution, but in which the hubs had a below chance level of inter-connectivity (i.e. formed a below chance level of connectivity).
Spin Glass Model
To examine the link between network architecture and functional entropy we adopted the analytically solvable Ising spin glass model from Deco et al. (2012) . The model, which is isomorphic to the discrete Hopfield net (Hopfield, 1982) , studies the characteristics of the attractor landscapes emerging in a spin glass neural model. The spin glass model includes a network of spins which can be in one of two possible states (0,1). The spins are symmetrically coupled according to a set of connections (here, the undirected binary connections are edges given by an underlying structural network and the spins represent cortical areas), allowing for interactions among them. The state of a spin i is given by S i , C denotes the adjacency matrix associated with the network architecture under consideration. The probability of finding the network in a specific global configuration S (indicated by a superindex α) is derived from the Boltzmann-Gibbs distribution (Gibbs, 1905) 1 :
,
where ε is the reciprocal of the thermodynamic temperature of the system (here, ε =1) and Z is the partition function 1 more recent English description is given in ( andau ifsic, 2007) (2)
The energy function H α is given by (3) with θ being the transition threshold at which a spin changes its state and W a scaling parameter for the adjacency matrix C referred to as global coupling strength. Here, θ was set to 12. The entropy of the system is given by:
and reflects the number of accessible states of the system and serves to describe the attractor landscape of the system. Note that the maximal entropy that a system with N binary nodes can exhibit is given by:
Solving the spin glass model, which requires examination of 2 N states, is computationally demanding even for small networks (see supplementary figure 1 ). In order to investigate spin glass models with up to 2 30 states the energy function as well as the summands of the partition function were calculated for all states in parallel on graphical processing units (GPUs). To be able to investigate spin glass models with more than N=30 nodes and 2 30 states we adopted a Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm (Hastings, 1970; Metropolis, Rosenbluth, Rosenbluth, Teller, & Teller, 1953) , sampling a subset out of the total 2 N solutions (see Appendix for details).
We additionally derived the mutual information from the probability distribution P α across states, which allows for calculation of both joint and marginal probabilities.
Specifically, the mutual information M between nodes i and j is given by:
Where P(S i ) and P(S j ) are the marginal probabilities of nodes i and j, respectively, and P(S i ,S j )
are the joint probabilities of the two nodes.
Degree-Related Connectivity
Degree-related connectivity (DRC) was used to quantify the strength with which nodes of a certain degree range are interlinked. More formal, it measures the total observed connectivity between nodes of degree k and nodes of degree l divided by the number of possible structural connections between those nodes, with k and l thus being structural degrees obtained from the network architecture.
where i and j are nodes from the sets N k and N l comprising all nodes of degree k and l within the underlying adjacency matrix, respectively and A is the connectivity under consideration.
In the case that nodes of equal degree are considered (i.e. k is equal to l) both i and j are drawn from the same population N kl . Here, potential self-connections are omitted by drawing j from N kl and i from N kl \{j}. For structural DRC A is identical to the adjacency matrix C. To compute functional DRC (i.e. DRC based on functional connectivity) A was identical to a functional connectivity matrix given by the mutual information matrix MI (or by the crosscorrelation matrix for empirical data). Division by the number of possible structural connections between nodes of certain degrees is necessary since certain degrees can be overrepresented in network architectures and hence bias the DRC. This is especially true for scale free architectures where low-degree nodes are overabundant.
Human Empirical Data
In addition to the created artificial network architectures (i.e. regular, random, small world, and three types of scale free networks of 24 nodes) we investigated the behavior of the spin model on empirical human anatomical connectivity data, derived from diffusion weighted imaging. Group-averaged structural data and information on the brain"s functional connectivity architecture were acquired on the basis of diffusion weighted MRI and restingstate fMRI recordings, respectively, based on data described in the recent paper of Collin et al. (2013b) . In short (we refer to Collin et al (2013b) for a detailed description of the acquisition and analysis procedure), the selected subset described the reconstructed anatomical connections between 68 areas of the cortex of 23 healthy adult subjects derived from deterministic streamline tractography. Next, a binary group-average structural connectivity matrix was formed by including all connections that were found to be present in at least 70 percent of the participants (de Reus and Van den Heuvel 2013). In parallel, a group-averaged functional connectivity matrix was formed by averaging the individual functional connectivity matrices over the group of subjects, describing the level of correlation between the resting-state time-series of each pair of the included 68 cortical regions.
Structural DRC was calculated for empirical structural connectivity matrices while functional DRC was calculated for empirical functional connectivity matrices. All empirical connectivity matrices comprised 68 nodes (i.e. both hemispheres). Computation of empirical DRC was performed in a similar fashion as computed for the artificial networks. However, computation of functional DRC was based on the group-averaged functional correlation matrix (68 nodes); taking into account information on the positive correlations (i.e. negative correlations were ignored). The procedure to calculate functional DRC remained otherwise identical to the one used for MI in the artificial networks.
Results
Rich club organization
The three categories of scale free networks were quantitatively distinguished by their normalized rich club coefficients given by the fraction of the actual number of connections between nodes with degree larger than k to the maximal number of connections among these nodes (Colizza et al., 2006; Zhou & Mondragon, 2004) . Rich club coefficients were calculated for each of the scale free networks and normalized to a set of random networks with equal degree distributions with a normalized rich club coefficient exceeding 1 signifying the presence of rich club organization within a network (Colizza et al., 2006; Van den Heuvel & Sporns, 2011; Van den Heuvel & Sporns, 2013) . Figure 2 shows the rich club coefficients for the three classes of scale free networks. Validating our network generation models, the SF-RC class revealed an average normalized rich club function that exceeds 1 in the interval [4, 7] (dark blue line), the SF class (blue line) showed an average rich club coefficient close to 1, and the SF-negRC class (light blue) showed an average rich club coefficient below 1.
Entropy
The entropy of each of the network models was examined by using a spin glass model in which spins are arranged on a lattice according to an underlying structural architecture and connection strengths are systematically increased by a global coupling factor. At critical coupling the system as a whole becomes multistable and exhibits a set of attractors representing the functional repertoire of the system, with the system"s level of entropy reflecting the size of the attractor set . Figure 
Functional Repertoire
The marginal probabilities of nodes being active, i.e. their corresponding spins being in an "up" state, give an indication as to how many nodes are active at any moment which limits the number of possible configurations. The largest number of possible configurations can be achieved by systems with 50% of their nodes active for any given configuration. Interestingly, the scale free network architectures considered here approached the 50% mark. In detail, for SF network architectures the most common global configurations were those where 65.5 percent of the nodes were active. However, for the SF-RC network architectures the most common global configurations were those where 58.3 percent of the nodes were active, higher (and therefore more diverse) as compared to the SF networks. Finally, for SF-negRC network architectures the most common global configurations were those where 66.7 percent of the nodes were active. For comparison, for regular, random, and small world network architectures the most common global configurations were those where, either all or none, 79.2 percent, and 70.8 percent, of the nodes were active, respectively.
While these numbers represent the overall number of nodes being active for the most configurations, the distribution across nodes is not uniform. Specifically, high-degree nodes in scale free network architectures revealed a particularly high probability of being active in such a way that their spins were in an "up" state for all of the common global configurations.
At the same time low-degree nodes in these network architectures were active for 50% or less of the common global configurations. This is illustrated in figure 4 where the marginal probability of being active is shown for each of the 24 nodes within a network architecture with nodes sorted ascending by their degree (random network architectures served as a baseline). Rich nodes (i.e. the set of high degree nodes) revealed to be active almost unequivocally, whereas low degree nodes were far freer to switch between "up" and "down"
states. Although this effect was present for all scale free type architectures, it was found to be the most pronounced for SF-RC architectures.
The high degree -low degree subdivision of the functional repertoire was further examined using degree related connectivity. Figure 5a and b show the average structural and functional DRCs over the 100 matrices of SF, SF-RC and SF-negRC architectures, with Figure 5c showing the Euclidean distance between the centers of mass of functional and structural DRC distributions. 
Results on empirical human connectivity
Employing the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Hastings, 1970; Metropolis, Rosenbluth, Rosenbluth, Teller, & Teller, 1953) we examined the (estimated) entropy exhibited by a spin glass model whose underlying connectivity matrix was a binary empirical structural connectivity matrix of the human brain (HUM) comprising 68 nodes derived from diffusion MRI data 2 . Additionally, the results were contrasted with those obtained for randomly rewired versions (HUM-RW) of the human connectivity matrix leaving the degree distribution intact but removing the rich club phenomenon as well as with artificial regular, random, and small world connectivity matrices of the same order and sparsity (Maslov and Sneppen 2002) . We additionally examined the DRC obtained from empirical human structural and functional connectivity. We performed this analysis on functional connectivity as obtained from resting state fMRI. Figure 7 shows the empirical structural (a) and empirical functional DRC (b). As can be seen in figure 7b , functional clusters among low (k=[4,10]) degree nodes are prominent. Since these nodes together constitute 46% of all nodes it is their integration that leads to a diverse functional repertoire. While moderate-degree nodes share structural as well as functional connections ( figure 6a and b) , functional coupling among low-degree nodes must occur in the absence of direct structural connections. This observation overlapped with the simulated results of the artificial network architectures (n=24 nodes, figure 5c).
Discussion
Our findings demonstrate that the presence of a central rich club core of mutually densely connected hub nodes constitutes a benefit to a network"s functional repertoire. cross random, regular, small world, and three types of scale free networks as well as human empirical structural connectivity, the number of attractors (i.e. entropy) in the spin glass model was found to be largest for scale free networks displaying a rich club organization and hence higher than scale free networks that lacked dense connectivity between high degree hubs (i.e. SF and SF-nonRC, figure 3 ).
At the level of critical coupling, the spin glass model has been shown to exhibit a number of unique attractors representing the diversity of the system"s functional repertoire ). It has previously been suggested that a scale free architecture might be beneficial for a network with respect to obtaining a high level of entropy and thus a more diverse functional repertoire as compared to systems with an underlying regular, small world or random architecture . Extending these findings, our results now show that the presence of a central rich club within otherwise scale free architectures leads to an additional increase in the number of unique functional networks the system can sustain.
In context of studies suggesting that higher numbers of attractors are linked to a more diverse repertoire of functional dynamics , our current computational findings may add to our understanding of rich club formation in neural systems. In the mammalian brain, and likely neural systems in general, the rich club has been suggested to form a high-capacity backbone allowing for dynamic routing of information (Collin et al. 2013; Harriger et Some points need to be considered when interpreting the findings of our study. First, the artificial network architectures studied semi-analytically are comparatively small, relating to the high computational cost of the investigation of the spin glass model in which every possible spin configuration is considered in detail (see supplemental materials). However, the study of Deco et al. (2012) showed that while network size affects absolute levels of entropy, the relative effect that different network architectures have on entropy was shown not to be affected by size. Indeed, a similar effect was observed when comparing our N=24 and N=30
network results, as well as by the approximations of global entropy for human empirical data
showing that the effect related to the rich club phenomenon is also present in biologically relevant networks of larger order. Third, the comparability of functional connectivity measured by mutual information in the spin glass model to the commonly used correlation metric for empirical resting-state fMRI measurements is debatable. Nonetheless, results stemming from both were highly consistent.
In our paper we advocate that our findings indicate that functional integration of low-degree nodes is promoted by scale free systems that show rich club organization, including the (human) brain. However, our computational results should be interpreted largely as an attempt to provide a theoretical framework to be used for more in depth empirical as well as simulation research than we can provide here (Breakspear et al. 2010; Friston & Dolan, 2010) . A particularly interesting prediction of our results is that task related functional networks should be distinguishable mainly by specific co-activations of low degree cortical areas with the rich club being present and active across multiple task related functional networks. Another interesting topic of investigation for future studies would be the simulation of effects of disrupted anatomical rich club organization on the functional repertoire. Such studies might for example provide more insight into the functional effects of abnormal rich club formation as observed in patients with schizophrenia ( Van den Heuvel et al. 2013; Collins et al. 2011; Collin et al. 2013a; Yu et al., 2012) .
In conclusion, our study provides computational support for the notion of rich club organization aiding the brain"s overall repertoire of functional diversity (Zamora-Lopez 2011;
Van den Heuvel and Sporns 2013). Networks with a scale free architecture combined with the presence of a central densely connected rich club revealed a higher level of entropy compared to networks with a random, regular, small world and indeed other scale free architectures.
Additionally, our findings tend to suggest that networks featuring rich club organization allow for the functional integration of specialized cortical regions of low macroscopic degree. As such, our findings provide evidence in support of the notion that a rich club in neural systems may form a neural substrate that both enriches as well as modulates the brain"s repertoire of distinct specialized brain functions to allow for the flexible integration of cortical areas into functional networks. Future research, investigating how additional graph theoretical properties affect the brain"s functional repertoire, how they interact with a rich club, and how simulated and empirical disease related damage to the rich club might reduce the overall functional repertoire of a system, would be of particular interest.
Appendix: Metropolis Hastings Algorithm
In what follows the Metropolis Hastings Algorithm used to estimate the entropy in a spin glass neural network is described. First, an initial global configuration was chosen by randomly selecting the number of spins that would initially be in an "up" state from a normal distribution whose mean was 50% of spins in an "up" and 50% in a "down" state and whose standard deviation was 12.5%. Subsequently, spins were randomly selected and switched to an "up" state until the number of spins supposed to be "up" was reached. From this initial condition the algorithm proceeded by randomly selecting one spin and flipping it. If the energy of a thus selected trial configuration was lower as compared to the original configuration, the trial configuration was accepted. If the energy of the trial configuration was higher as compared to the original configuration, the trial configuration was accepted only with a certain probability: where is the difference between the energy of the trial configuration and the energy of the original configuration: .
These described steps were repeated for one million iterations for matrices comprising N=30 nodes and ten million iterations for matrices comprising N=68 nodes. In order to avoid the algorithm from getting stuck in local minima, occasionally (every 500 iterations), all spins
were concurrently flipped such that every spin in an "up" state switched to a "down" state and vice versa. After the algorithm was finished, all unique global configurations that had been visited were retained. The entropy was calculated as described in the method section but only over the set of unique global configurations as obtained from running the algorithm. degree. For all networks the marginal probability rises with degree. For random networks (orange) the rise resembles a logarithmic curve. In contrast, for scale free network architectures the marginal probability curve resembles an "S" curve with regions of low and high probability separated by a sharp rise. For SF-RC networks (dark blue) the region of high probability is smaller as compared to the other scale free type architectures. Additionally, for SF-RC networks two regions exist where nodes exhibit a lower probability of being active as compared to SF (blue) and SF-negRC (light blue) networks. These findings indicate that for scale free network architectures high-degree nodes contribute to every functional network while more low-degree nodes differentially contribute to different functional networks. For SF-RC networks more nodes were free to contribute to several functional repertoires. 
